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Abstract

Background: Preterm deliveries have many negative health implications on
both mother and child. Identifying the population level factors that increase the
risk of preterm deliveries is an important step in the direction of mitigating the
impact and reducing the frequency of occurrence of preterm deliveries. The
purpose of this work is to identify preterm delivery risk factors and their
progression throughout the pregnancy from a large collection of Electronic Health
Records (EHR).
Results: The study cohort includes more than 60,000 deliveries in the USA

with the complete medical history from EHR for diagnoses, medications,
procedures and demographics. We propose a temporal analysis of risk factors by
estimating and comparing risk ratios at different time points prior to the delivery
event. We selected the following time points before delivery: 9, 6, 3 and 1
month(s). We did so by conducting a retrospective cohort study of patient
history for a selected set of mothers who delivered preterm and a control group of
mothers that delivered full-term. We analyzed the extracted data using a logistic
regression model. The results of our analyses showed that the highest risk ratio
corresponds to history of previous preterm delivery. Other risk factors were
identified, some of which are consistent with those that are reported in the
literature, others need further investigation.
Conclusions: The comparative analysis of the risk factors at different time

points showed that risk factors in the early pregnancy related to patient history
and chronic condition, while the risk factors in late pregnancy are specific to the
current pregnancy. Our analysis unifies several previously reported studies on
preterm risk factors. It also gives important insights on the changes of risk factors
in the course of pregnancy.

Keywords:

preterm; pregnancy; EHR; epidemiology; risk factors; progression; temporal
analysis; precision medicine; predictive models

1 Introduction

The WHO defines prematurity as births before 37 weeks of completed gestation [1].

Over the recent years there is a global increase in the rate of prematurity, ranging

from 9-12% of all birth. In 2016, prematurity affected around 15 million live-born

babies worldwide. [2, 2] The reporting of the short and long-term outcomes of pre-

maturity attracted the interest of scientists, clinicians, as well as policymakers. Of
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particular concern is the high rate of prematurity within the low socioeconomic

class [3]. Extreme prematurity, defined as birth before 28 weeks of gestation, poses

life-long consequences on the health, education, and the social life of children [4].

From the societal perspective, almost one-third of extremely premature infants re-

quired support in special education systems. The majority had poor educational

attainment at school age [5]. It was found to be one the six major causes that were

attributed to 73% of yearly deaths of children under the age of 5 years, where 10%

of the deaths were due to preterm birth [6]. Children that are born preterm are at

a higher risk of a plethora of psychological and physiological health implications,

especially those with a low birth weight. A quarter of the very low birth weight

children develop severe or multiple psychological problems, and another quarter

develop moderate to mild problems. The psychological development is measured in

different domains, namely cognitive development, behavioral and emotional status,

social functioning and school adaptation [7]. Children that are very preterm have

abnormal brain morphology when compared to those born full-term at seven years

of age [8]. A Significant proportion of the children that are born very premature,

born before 27 week gestation, are found to have difficulties in motor and academic

skills in early school years [9]. They are also more likely to develop respiratory prob-

lems [10]. Preterm deliveries have many negative implications on the mother’s and

child’s health alike. Mothers that deliver preterm babies, are at a greater risk to

suffer from complications, particularly those who undergo a Cesarean delivery. The

complications include hemorrhage, infection, ICU admission and death [11].

Identifying mothers that are at a higher risk through quantifying risk factors of

preterm delivery at a population level helps clinicians to take preventive measures

and mitigate the risks [12]. Traditionally, the identification of such risk factors is

done through prospective studies. This method presents challenges, some of which

are difficulty in recruiting trial participants and the tediousness of the data col-

lection process. With the increased adoption of Electronic Health Records (EHR)

in hospitals and health care facilities around the world, some of these challenges

have been alleviated. EHR data is being extensively used in clinical research, even

though it presents some challenges of its own, it provides fast and easy access to

large amounts of data, that is more representative of the general population than

data collected from clinical trials. Some of the research application of EHR data

are epidemiology and observational research, safety surveillance and regulatory use,

and prospective clinical research [13].

Most studies are also concerned with extracting risk factors from a limited set of

suspected attributes, while in our analyses we extract risk factors from all possible

attributes that are available to us in Electronic Health Records. We included diag-

nosis information (ICD-9), medication information (NDC codes), laboratory orders

(ICD-9) and demographic information.

The purpose of this work is to perform a retrospective cohort study using a large

EHR dataset to identify risk factors of preterm delivery. We hypothesize that risk

factors are dynamics and change in the course of pregnancy. In the early phase of

pregnancy, genetic predisposition might dominate the risk factors while in advanced

stages of the pregnancy, other factors could play more important roles [12]. The

analysis of the variation of risk factors as a function of time could help in building

models for the early prediction of preterm delivery.
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In this work, we identify the risk factors that are associated with preterm delivery

in the literature, and present a few examples of the use of EHR data to perform

epidemiology studies in section 2. We present the methodology adopted for extract-

ing relevant preterm and full-term deliveries from the EHR database and statistical

analysis of the data in section 3. We present our results and discuss our findings in

section 4. Risk factors obtained from association studies should not be understood

as causal factors. Among the risk factors that are statistically significant, we curated

the ones related to spontaneous preterm deliveries from the medically induced ones.

Section 5 concludes our findings and presents prospects for future work.

2 Related Work

2.1 Preterm Delivery Risk Factors

The identification of risk factors of preterm deliveries is a well researched problem.

The history of previous preterm deliveries is one of the main risk factors that have

been identified by different research studies [14, 15, 16, 17]. Maternal age is also a

risk factor, adolescent pregnancies and advanced maternal age are associated with

increased risk of preterm deliveries [14, 15]. Other factors are low maternal BMI

[14, 17], obesity [15], women of African race [17, 16, 15], and short inter-pregnancy

intervals [16, 15]. The mother anatomy, such as short cervical length [17, 16, 15],

and uterine anomalies [16] are also well known risk factors. Existing conditions

in the mother whether they are infectious conditions (HIV, chlamydia, and uri-

nary tract infection) or other conditions (pre-eclampsia, low maternal vitamin D,

pregestational and gestational diabetes [15], and anemia [18]) also increase the risk

of preterm delivery. Another risk factor is multiple gestation [17] or singleton and

twin pregnancies formed through in vitro fertilization [15], in addition to some of

the mother’s behaviors such as smoking and drug use during pregnancy [15]. Some

work also investigated the role of environmental factors on preterm birth [19], where

an increase in NO2 concentration was shown to have an association with preterm

birth.

2.2 Risk Factors from Electronic Health Records

With the increasing worldwide adoption of Electronic Health Records, many re-

search groups made use of the availability of such large data volumes for different

medical research purposes. Epidemiology studies are use cases that are becoming

increasingly popular. An example application is finding associations between late-

preterm birth and persistent asthma in young children, inhaled corticosteroid use

and more acute respiratory visits, by conducting a retrospective cohort analyses

[10]. EHR data was also used to examine the association between the exposure

to psychotherapy during pregnancy and the risk reduction of adverse pregnancy

outcomes among women with history of major depressive disorder and obstetric

outcomes [20]. Other examples include associating glucocorticoid use to predicting

fracture risk [21], using EHR data to predict the epidemiology of disease biomarkers

[22], and identifying the risk factors of Angiotensin -converting enzyme inhibitors

(ACEIs) by conducting a retrospective cohort study from EHR data [23].
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3 Methodology

In order to identify the variation of risk factors in the course of pregnancy, we

performed association studies at four time points during pregnancy. Since the ges-

tational age is not available in our dataset, we used delivery date as an anchoring

time point for our analyses. These time points are 9, 6, 3 and 1 month(s) before

delivery. At each time point, only the past medical history with respect to the time

point is included for each subject. For example, if the time point of analysis is 6

month before delivery, all the data between 6 months and the delivery event are

discarded. This mimics a realistic scenario where future data is not available at each

time point of analysis. Figure 1 illustrates the data timeline used in the analysis.

The inclusion of the time dimension in the analysis gives us a predictive tool. The

risk factors at different time points can be interpreted as risk predictors for preterm

delivery. The association study is based on multivariate logistic regression model.

3.1 Data Extraction

We used Health Facts c© Cerner EHR database to extract the dataset that is used

in our analyses. The dataset consists of a retrospective and longitudinal cohort of

full-term and preterm deliveries in the period 2001-2014. The dataset of our cohort

is gathered from 120 hospitals in the USA. Gestational ages of the pregnancies

were not available in the data, for that reason, we relied on ICD-9 diagnosis codes

to identify preterm and full-term pregnancies. The ICD-9 code that was used to

identify preterm deliveries are 644.2x, and the ICD-9 codes that were used to identify

full-term deliveries are 645.xx, 649.8, 650 and 652.5. To evaluate the risk factors

at different time intervals prior to delivery event, we excluded patient history from

the delivery event until a defined time point. Figure 1 illustrates the data selection

process. Each line in the figure depicts a mother’s history timeline. The dots on the

lines represent delivery events. Green dots represent full-term deliveries, while red

dots represent preterm deliveries. The post delivery visits were excluded from the

data in the analyses. The dark gray portion before the delivery event is the time

gap between the analysis time point and delivery. The data in this time interval

were also omitted from the mother’s history. We first used a time gap of 270 days,

and selected mothers that had at least two hospital visits in their history prior to

the time gap. Mother E in figure 1 would not be selected in this case, as not enough

history data is available for the analyses. The datasets for the 30 days, 90 days,

and 180 days time gaps were constructed the same way but by including only the

mothers that were selected in the 270 days dataset.

The medical history of each patient encompasses the following information: drug

orders (using NDC encoding), procedures (using ICD-9, CPT4, and HCPCS en-

coding), diagnosis codes (using ICD-9 encoding) and lab orders (using LOINC en-

coding). In addition to these, the dataset includes demographic information of the

patients. The latter included are race, marital status, age, medical specialty and

hospital ID. The demographic information are included to reduce the effects of

confounding factors.
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3.2 Risk Factors Identification

We used logistic regression as shown in equation (1) [24] for risk factor identification

using four datasets, each containing the same set of patients, with a portion of the

data omitted according to the previously mentioned time gaps.

π(x) =
eβ0+β1x1+β2x2+...+βpxp

1 + eβ0+β1x1+β2x2+...+βpxp

(1)

In equation (1), βi are the coefficients to be estimated and xi values are the cor-

responding independent variables that represent medications, diagnosis, lab orders,

procedures and demographics. The value of i ranges from 1 to p, where p is the

total number of dependent variables.

The dependent variable in the analysis y indicates whether the delivery is preterm

yi = 1 or full-term yi = 0. We used Python’s scikit-learn[1] implementation of

logistic regression, which uses maximum likelihood for parameter estimation.

After estimating the multiple logistic regression coefficients, we performed a t-test

in order to identify the statistically significant variables in the analysis. The covari-

ates with the significant p-values were selected as risk factors in the corresponding

time gap. The p-value cut-off was chosen to be 0.01 to retain the statistical signif-

icant variables. We report the risk ratios as well as their 95 % confidence intervals

corresponding to each identified statistically significant risk factor.

The rate of preterm birth is reported to be 1:10 in the US according to CDC
[2]. In our dataset the preterm birth rate is 1:3, for that reason, the odds ratios in

our analysis exaggerates the real risk ratios [25]. We use equation (2) to calculate

the corrected risk ratio, where OR is the odds ratio and P0 is the incidence of the

covariate in the full-term group.

RR =
OR

(1− P0) + (P0 ×OR)
(2)

4 Results and Discussion

4.1 Dataset

The final dataset that was used in the experiment contained a total of 60,965 deliv-

ery events, 48,448 of which are full-term deliveries and 12,517 are preterm deliveries.

The logistic regression covariates in this experiment are the different medications,

procedures, lab orders, and diagnosis that occurred more than 100 times across

all patient visits at each time gap. The number of covariates changes across the

datasets, as some of them that appeared in a specific time gap from the delivery

would disappear as the time gap between the delivery event and the start of con-

sidered history is made bigger. A summary description of the covariates for the

different clinical modalities is given in Table 1.

[1]https://scikit-learn.org
[2]https://www.cdc.gov/features/prematurebirth/index.html

https://scikit-learn.org
https://www.cdc.gov/features/prematurebirth/index.html
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4.2 Logistic Regression Model Evaluation

To evaluate the goodness-of-fit of the logistic regression model we used the Area

Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC) of the different datasets.

The AUC measures how well the logistic regression model can classify full-term and

preterm groups. The different AUC values are shown in Table 2.

4.3 Identified Risk Factors

Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 summarize the significant risk factors identified. The risk

factors that are identified in each time gap are those with a p-value ≤ 0.01. To

follow the progression of risk factors before and during the pregnancy at different

stages, we group the risk factors that are common to all four time gaps (Table 3),

three time gaps (Table 4), and two time gaps (Table 5), as well as those that are

specific to the 30 days time gap (Table 6), 90 days time gap (Table 7), 180 days time

gap (Table 8) and 270 days time gap (Table 9). The tables show the medication,

diagnosis, medical procedure and lab orders codes proceeded by M , D , P and

L respectively in the first columns of the table. The corresponding descriptions

of these codes are also included in the table. The description of medication codes

consist of brand names and generic names of the medication separated by ”/”. Risk

factors with a risk ratio between 0.9 and 1.1 are excluded from the analysis, as

the coefficients of these risk ratios are very close to 1, and are found to not have a

significant impact.

4.3.1 Risk Factors Common to all Time Gaps

The risk factors that are common to all time gaps, meaning, they indicate a high

risk pregnancy before and during the current pregnancy, are mainly the existence

of a previous preterm delivery, possible pregnancy complications of previous preg-

nancy and having a pre-existing hypertension. The previous preterm delivery is

indicated by the diagnosis code D 644.21, and the medication Celestone Soluspan

(Betamethasone), which is a prenatal corticosteroid that is administered in high

risk pregnancies in order to reduce the risk of preterm infants having lung prob-

lem [26]. We clarify that Betamethasone as mentioned in Table 3 should not be

interpreted as a risk factor for preterm birth but it is rather a proxy indicating the

presence of previous pregnancy complications in the clinical history treated using

Betamethasone. Pre-existing hypertension is identified as a risk factor for preterm

delivery at different stages, this finding is supported by previous research [27]. Our

findings confirm the existence of an association between a previous Cesarean section

and future preterm deliveries [28].

4.3.2 Risk Factors Common to Three Time Gaps

The significant factors common to three time gaps are summarised in Table 4.

Previous twin pregnancies are associated with a high risk of preterm delivery in

the 30, 90 and 180 days time gaps. This is supported by findings in the literature

[17]. The diagnosis code D V27.2 indicates a previous twin delivery, in which case,

the risk ratio for preterm delivery is significantly low. The results indicate that a

subsequent pregnancy has a higher chance of being full term. Literature findings

suggest that following a twin preterm delivery, there is a significantly higher risk
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of a preterm birth in a subsequent singleton pregnancy [29]. Further analysis needs

to be done to either confirm or deny these findings, as the diagnosis code does not

indicate whether the current pregnancy is singleton or a multiple pregnancy, or if

the previous twin pregnancy was a preterm of a full-term delivery. Our findings

indicate that a term delivery increases the chances of subsequent term deliveries.

4.3.3 Risk Factors Common to two Time Gaps

These factors are given in Table 5. A previous high risk pregnancy is reflected by

the diagnosis code D 644.03 threatened premature labor, presents a high risk for the

current pregnancy to be of high risk. Multiple gestation of triplets is a common risk

factor in the 30 and 90 days time gaps. Repair of internal cervical os and previous

obstetrical injury to pelvic organs common to 30 and 90 days, and 90 and 180 days

respectively. It is established that weakness of the cervix triggers preterm birth [30].

The diagnosis code D V89.02 indicates a medical follow-up for a suspected problem

that turned out to be negative at later stages of the pregnancy. This code is shown

to increase the chances of a full term delivery.

4.3.4 Risk Factors at 30 Days

The results summary can be found in table 6. A history of previous preterm delivery

is identified as a significant risk of preterm delivery in subsequent pregnancies at

the 30 days history gap. This is reflected through the diagnosis code D V23.41, and

the medication Terbutaline Sulfate. The later is s a β2 adrenergic receptor agonist,

which works as anti contraction agent to reduce uterine contraction and prevent

preterm labor [31, 32].

Patients with placenta previa or premature separation of placenta, with ICD9

codes D 641.13 and D 641.23 have a higher rate of preterm, and a higher rate of

reoccurrence of preterm birth [33]. Women with congenital uterine abnormalities

are at a higher risk of preterm birth [34]. The medication Macrobid, in Table 6, is

used for treating urinary tract infections. Urinary tract infection is a risk factor of

preterm delivery as confirmed by the literature [35].

The link between some viral infection such as HIV infections, Hepatitis B and

preterm birth has been established in the literature [36, 37]. This is reflected in our

findings in the lab orders L 41461-5 (DNA PCR Misc Virus) and L 31201-7 (HIV

1+2 Antibody Qualitative Serum or Plasma Immunoassay), in table reference ,

which are tests for such viral infections. Rhesus isoimmunization is also identified

as a risk factor for preterm delivery, which is also validated by the literature [38].

Our results show that lab orders with Streptococcus B is associated with have

higher chances of a full-term delivery. However our data did not include whether

the outcome of test was positive or negative. Previous work the literature give

more details on the association of Streptococcus B with preterm birth [39]. This

study concluded that presence of Streptococcus B is rather a risk factor for preterm

delivery.

The diagnosis code D V74.9 indicates that a test for a bacterial or spirochetal

disease is conducted, but it does not show whether or not the tests are positive.

We can speculate that since the risk ratio is low it indicates negative results of the

test, and that if a bacterial disease is non existent, chances of a full-term delivery

are higher. This needs to be confirmed with additional data on the lab test results.
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4.3.5 Risk Factors at 90 Days

For this section, table 7 summarises the results. A previous delivery by a midwife

is found to increase the risk of preterm delivery in the 90 days time gap. Literature

findings indicate that continuous midwife care lowers the risk of preterm delivery

when compared to other models of care [40]. Certified nurse midwives are also found

to have excellent birth outcomes when compared to physician deliveries [41]. The

findings are not supported by literature, this could be due to the small number of

previous deliveries by midwives in our study, where the number of full-term and

preterm midwife deliveries are 37 and 14 respectively. Further analysis is needed to

make a conclusion regarding this issue.

The medication Brethine (Terbutaline) is administered to suppress contractions

in women with preterm labors [42]. The identification of this medication to be

associated with preterm birth should be read as a correlation with previous preterm

delivery as a risk factor in the 90 days time gap. Hence previous preterm-birth are

risk factors for preterm birth.

The glucose tolerance test in pregnancy is performed in two steps. In the first step

the patient drinks a liquid that contains glucose, and a blood test is done one hour

after to check the blood glucose level. This is indicated by the lab order Glucose

GTT, Serum 1 hr. This lab order is shown to increase the chances of full term

deliveries. If the blood glucose is high after the first test, a second test is performed.

For the second test, the patient is asked to fast for 8 to 14 hours, and drink a

glucose liquid afterwards. Blood is drawn before drinking the liquid and every 60

minutes afterwards. This test is indicated by the lab order Glucose GTT, Serum

3 hr and is shown to increase the risk of preterm delivery. Since the test is only

performed if the blood glucose is high after the first test, it indicates the presence

of diabetes condition. Type 1 and type 2 diabetes are both known risk factors for

preterm delivery [43, 44].

4.3.6 Risk Factors at 180 Days

Risk factors that are identified at 180 or 270 days before delivery as shown in

Tables 8 and 9 respectively are most likely not relevant to the current pregnancy.

They reflect preexisting chronic conditions in the mother’s history a and general

predisposition to deliver on preterm. Infertility problems are some of the factors

that increase the risk of preterm delivery [45]. Women of Asian race are more likely

to deliver full term [17].

4.3.7 Risk Factors at 270 Days

The only risk factor that is specific to the 270 days time gap is ’poor fetal growth

affecting management of mother’. This is indicated in Table 9. This diagnosis code

applies to newborns that are small or light for gestational age in a previous preg-

nancy.

4.4 Limitations

While our study supports the importance EHR data in the prediction of preterm de-

livery, it highlighted several limitations with this method. The accuracy of selection

of the appropriate diagnosis or procedure codes is questioned. Similarly, in order
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for the laboratory values to make sense, they need to be stratified into positive or

negative values. A more clinically relevant prediction model will be able to combine

the risk factors and produce a risk index.

5 Conclusion

In this work, we successfully used electronic health records data to extract risk

factors of preterm delivery. We also explored the progression of these risk factors

across different stages of the pregnancy. Risk factors before and in early pregnancy

related to chronic condition and general predisposition such as hypertension, dia-

betes and anatomy. Risk factors at advanced stage of pregnancy are mostly related

to the current pregnancy and reflect acute condition. Follow-up visits and Lab tests

are identified to have preventive effect on preterm delivery. Some of the risk factors

that are known in the literature were not identified using this method. This could

be explained by the stringency of the significance level of the p-value (0.01) used.

A higher p-value would lead to the identification of other risk factors, but will also

result in extracting false positives. The results from this experiment are easily repro-

ducible to other diseases. Some risk factors can change over time with the change in

the society such as lifestyle, income level etc. Re-evaluating the risk factors will be

easy using electronic health records. As future work, we plan to extend this analy-

sis by adding other modalities (microbiology, physiological measurements) and test

results of of lab order to better refine the obtained results.
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Figures

Figure 1 Timeline of the clinical history for different pregnancies included in the cohort.

Tables

Table 1 Covariate Counts by Category.

Category 30
days

90
days

180
days

270
days

Diagnosis 7677 7541 7362 7222
Medication 11310 10980 10727 10504
Procedure 2581 2489 2386 2262
Lab orders 1959 1917 1894 1886
Marital Status 7 7 7 7
Race 11 11 11 11
Medical Specialty 116 116 115 114
Hospital ID 200 199 197 196
Total 23863 23262 22701 22204

Table 2 AUC scores.

Number of days 30 90 180 270
AUC 76.00%74.57%72.95%71.72%

Table 3 Common risk factor across all time gaps.

Code description
Risk Ratios(95% CI)

30 days 90 days 180 days 270 days
D 644.21 Early Onset of Delivery, Delivered,

with or without Mention of An-
tepartum Condition

1.91(1.84-1.98) 1.98(1.91-2.04) 1.94(1.88-2) 1.88(1.82-1.94)

M 85056605.0 Celestone Solus-
pan/betamethasone

1.44(1.35-1.53) 1.34(1.21-1.48) 1.43(1.30-1.56) 1.43(1.29-1.57)

D 654.21 Previous Cesarean Section, Deliv-
ered, with or without Mention of
Antepartum Condition

1.33(1.22-1.44) 1.34(1.23-1.45) 1.43(1.32-1.54) 1.39(1.28-1.51)

P 74.1 Low Cervical Cesarean Section 1.31(1.18-1.45) 1.41([1.29-1.54) 1.46([1.35-1.57) 1.41([1.29-1.52)
D 401.9 Unspecified Essential Hyperten-

sion
1.13(1.08-1.18) 1.16(1.10-1.21) 1.22(1.17-1.27) 1.22(1.16-1.27)

Table 4 Common risk factor across at least 3 time gaps.

Code description
Risk Ratios(95% CI)

30 days 90 days 180 days 270 days
D 651.03 Twin Pregnancy, Antepartum Condi-

tion or Complication
1.82(1.75-1.89) 1.96(1.89-2.04) 1.15(1.08-1.22)

D V27.2 Mother with Twins, Both Liveborn 0.04(-2.41-2.49) 0.05(-1.87-1.96) 0.15(-1.53-1.84)
D 645.11 Post Term Pregnancy, Delivered, with

or without Mention of Antepartum
Condition

0.88(0.84-0.92) 0.89(0.86-0.93) 0.88(0.85-0.92)
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Table 5 Common risk factor across at least 2 time gaps.

Code description
Risk Ratios(95% CI)

30 days 90 days 180 days 270 days
D 651.13 Triplet Pregnancy, Antepartum Condi-

tion or Complication
7.68(6.43-8.92) 10.67(9.21-12.12)

P 67.59 Other Repair of Internal Cervical Os 1.88(1.62-2.14) 1.88(1.62-2.15)
D V89.02 Suspected Placental Problem Not

Found
0.84(0.69-0.99) 0.85(0.67-1.02)

D 665.51 Other Obstetrical Injury to Pelvic Or-
gans, Delivered, with or without Men-
tion of Antepartum Condition

1.16(1.08-1.24) 1.13(1.05-1.21)

D 644.03 Threatened Premature Labor, An-
tepartum Condition or Complication

1.11(1.08-1.14) 1.10(1.06-1.14)

Table 6 Risk factors unique to 30 days.

code description Risk Ratios(95% CI)
D 641.13 Hemorrhage from Placenta Previa, Antepartum Condi-

tion or Complication
1.32(1.20-1.44)

D 654.03 Congenital Abnormalities of Uterus, Antepartum Con-
dition or Complication

1.28(1.16-1.39)

D 641.23 Premature Separation of Placenta, Antepartum Condi-
tion or Complication

1.27(1.12-1.43)

M 149071001 Macrobid/nitrofurantoin 1.17(1.08-1.26)
M 55390019310 Terbutaline Sulfate/terbutaline 1.14(1.06-1.22)
L 41461-5 DNA PCR Misc Virus 1.14(1.07-1.21)
L 31201-7 HIV 1+2 Antibody Qualitative Serum or Plasma Im-

munoassay
1.14(1.08-1.19)

D 656.11 Rhesus Isoimmunization Affecting Management of
Mother, Delivered, with or without Mention of Antepar-
tum Condition

1.13(1.08-1.18)

D V23.41 Pregnancy with History of Pre-Term Labor 1.11(1.06-1.15)
L 19023-1 Granulocyte Percent 0.89(0.80-0.97)
D V28.6 Encounter for Antenatal Screening for Streptococcus B

of Mother
0.77(0.71-0.83)

D V74.9 Screening Examination for Unspecified Bacterial and
Spirochetal Diseases

0.74(0.55-0.94)

L 11266-4 Streptococcus B Antigen 0.61(0.21-1.02)

Table 7 Risk factors unique to 90 days.

code description Risk Ratios(95% CI)
medsp Midwife 1.26(1.18-1.34)
M 28750701 Brethine/terbutaline 1.18(1.08-1.29)
L 19105-6 Glucose GTT, Serum 3 hr 1.13(1.11-1.15)
D 654.23 Previous Cesarean Section, Antepartum Condition or

Complication
1.11(1.06-1.16)

L 50583-4 Glucose Gestational 0.84(0.76-0.92)
L 10449-7 Glucose GTT, Serum 1 hr 0.84(0.80-0.87)

Table 8 Risk factors unique to 180 days.

code description Risk Ratios(95% CI)
D V26.21 Fertility Testing 1.12(1.05-1.18)
D V28.82 Encounter for Screening for Risk of Pre-Term Labor 0.89(0.73-1.04)
race Asian 0.81(0.61-1.02)
M 6335753 Mefoxin/cefoxitin 0.61(0.15-1.06)

Table 9 Risk factors unique to 270 days.

code description Risk Ratios(95% CI)
D 656.51 Poor Fetal Growth Affecting Management of Mother, Deliv-

ered, with or without Mention of Antepartum Condition
1.20(1.09-1.31)



Figures

Figure 1

Timeline of the clinical history for different pregnancies included in the cohort.
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